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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . A system for resolving reports that include prompt objects, wherein the

prompt objects comprise a question to be asked of a user and at least one validation

5 property, the system comprising:

a receiving memo for receiving a report instance from a client that has initiated

report execution of the report that includes one or more prompt objects and transmits the

report instance to a report server;

a resolution server that gathers the one or more prompt objects referenced in the

10 report; and generates a resolution object containing the one or more questions from the

one or more prompt objects gathered;

report prompt interaction means for interacting with a user to receive answers to

one or more questions in the resolution object; and

report execution means for executing the report upon receiving answers from a

15 user to the one or more questions in the resolution object.

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising an object server that retrieves

the prompt objects from a metadata repository.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the report prompt interaction means is part

of a client system connected over a network to a server system, and the server system

20 comprises the receiving means, the report server, the object server, and the report

execution means.
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4. The system of claim 1 wherein the report prompt interaction means

comprises a web server that interacts with a user.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the resolution server merges multiple

instances of the same prompt object to generate a single question to be included in the

5 resolution object.

6. The system of claim 5 wherein the report prompt means asks the question

once of the user and the report execution means applies the answer to each instance of the

prompt object in the report.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the report server checks for cached reports

10 prior to report execution.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein report instance comprises one or more

origin application objects that include the prompt objects; and wherein the resolution

server uses the resolution object to generate filled in application objects with the answers

from the resolution object in place ofprompts objects in the origin application object.

15 9. A method for resolving reports that include prompt objects, wherein the

prompt objects comprise a question to be asked of a user and at least one validation

property, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving a report instance at a server system from a client that has initiated report

execution of the report that includes one or more prompt objects;

20 gathering at the server system the one or more prompt objects referenced in the

report;
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generating a resolution object containing the one or more questions from the one

or more prompt objects gathered;

interacting with a user to receive answers to one or more questions in the

resolution object; and

5 executing the report upon receiving answers from a user to the one or more

questions in the resolution object.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of gathering prompt objects

comprises using an object server to retrieve the prompt objects from a metadata

repository.

10 11. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of merging multiple

instances of the same prompt object in a report to provide a single question for those

prompt objects in the resolution object.

12. The method of claim 1 1 further comprising the step of receiving an answer

to the single question for multiple instances of the same prompt and applying the answer

15 to each instance of the prompt object in the report.

13. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of checking for cached

reports prior to report execution.

14. The method of claim 9 wherein report instance comprises one or more

origin application objects that include the prompt objects; and wherein the resolution

20 server uses the resolution object to generate filled in application objects with the answers

from the resolution object in place ofprompts objects in the origin application object.
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15. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of prompting the user

to answer the questions from the prompt object over a web interface.

16. A medium containing code for causing a processor to resolve reports that

include prompt objects, wherein the prompt objects comprise a question to be asked of a

5 user and at least one validation property, the medium comprising:

code for causing a processor to receive a report instance at a server system from a

client that has initiated report execution of the report that includes one or more prompt

objects;

code for causing a processor to gather at the server system the one or more prompt

10 objects referenced in the report;

code for causing a processor to generate a resolution object containing the one or

more questions from the one or more prompt objects gathered;

code for causing a interacting with a user to receive answers to one or more

questions in the resolution object; and

15 executing the report upon receiving answers from a user to the one or more

questions in the resolution object.

17. The medium of claim 16 further comprising code to cause a processor to

gather prompt objects using an object server to retrieve the prompt objects from a

metadata repository.

20 18. The medium of claim 1 6 further comprising code to cause a processor to

merge multiple instances of the same prompt object in a report to provide a single

question for those prompt objects in the resolution object; and code to cause a processor
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to receive an answer to the single question for multiple instances of the same prompt and

apply the answer to each instance of the prompt object in the report.

19. The medium of claim 16 further comprising: code to cause a processor to

provide one or more origin application objects;

5 code for causing a process to generated filled in application objects with the

answers from the resolution object in place ofprompt objects in the origin application

object.

20. The medium of claim 16 further comprising code for causing a web server

to interact with the user to obtain answers to one or more prompt questions.
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